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SHELYN ELEMENTARY
GATE Adventures
Dr. Jawaharial
from Cal Polytechnic
University, Pomona
explains an engineering
concept to sixth grade
students.

IF SPY SKILLS, ROCKETRY, OR ENGINEERING ARE UP YOUR ALLEY...
Shelyn is the place for you! This year’s 4th grade students created Mazes and became crackerjack code
breakers. Our 5th grade students learned photography as well as designing and launching rockets. Becoming
newspaper reporters and editors and honing their engineering skills kept our 6th grade students challenged
through the year.
Fourth Grade
AMAZING MAZES! Students work on increasingly difficult mazes,
challenging themselves to see their way out of two and three dimensional
traps. Students then create a group maze and teach a mouse to go
through it, using operant conditioning practices. They set up a question,
anticipate problems, formulate solutions, and record their data. Then,
they return to their homerooms and orally report their findings.
CODES and CIPHERS. Students challenge themselves with codes and
ciphers, old and new. They create their own code and fellow G.A.T.E.
students work to find out the true
meaning of the message.
Fifth Grade
ROCKETRY! Mr. Lyle from Youth
Science Center teaches students
the ins and outs, ups and downs of
flight using a variety of flying
things. Then, students make their
own rocket from a kit and shoot
them into the sky, noting the wind
patterns, trajectory, and speed.
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PHOTOGRAPHY. Go from pinhole
cameras to today's digital
photography. Students learn
about angles, shadows, lighting
and digital effects in this class.
Then students find their favorite
works and display them in a photo
gallery for Open House.
Sixth Grade
SHARK BYTES: Students learn
how to negotiate for their part,
write and organize a newspaper,
and become competent on Apple's Pages as they create this school
newspaper complete with crossword puzzles, comics, feature articles,
biographies, and photography.
WORLD IN MOTION: Thanks to a grant from the Society of Automotive
Engineers, sixth graders make real cars that travel up a ramp. Weeks of
planning using directions from a mock toy company allows students to
learn about engineering design, gears, product appeal and competition.
They also listen to an engineer who communicates the academic
direction for them to consider if engineering is an educational/professional
goal.

